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Landscape, Irrigation, and Tree Committee Meeting Minutes 

Date: September 18, 2018 

Committee Member Attendees:, Tom/Kathy McManus, Mike Norris, Vicki Kober, Carol Hodges, Bill Wells, , 

Barbara Ways, Joyce Anderson, Jim Arnts 

Committee Members not Attending: Sandy Cheyne, Dan Kober, Mike Koszalka, Dominick Mancinelli, Betty 

McAtee 

Committee Chair: Tom McManus 

Board Liaison: Joe Brown 

Management: Camilla Gaines 

Residents: Shirley Wilson 

Start: 9:30 a.m. 

Minutes Approval: The August 14, 2018 minutes were previously distributed by email, modified with 

comments, and approved.  Minutes will be posted on our website. 

OLD WORK 

Tree Removal Request – Phase 3: 

The 21 dead trees in Phase 3 were removed by Davey on September 6; the stumps have not yet been 

removed. We are anticipating a Phase 4 this year since we are still adding dead trees to the list. The 2018 

budget may allow one more phase of removal this year. 

Fall Planting and Bravo: 

The Tree Team met with Unity on September 10th.  From the Spring Planting request, we have only received 8 

of  the 15 trees ordered – the rest have been delayed because of weather and/or poor planting time. Unity 

has the additional 7 requested trees for fall plantings, probably in October. The BOD approved the Unity 

proposal for Bravo plantings at the August 24 meeting. The committee thinks that 2 rows may be too dense 

and this can be thinned along the 300’ Bravo run. Remaining trees after thinning will be used to replace dead 

Harmony shrubs and other places where needed. Unity is planning to do the plantings on Oct 15. We also 

hope to ask for 25 new trees to be planted by Unity in the fall – see NEW WORK.  

Ground Cover: 

Trees on slopes in swales where mulch continually washes out has been an ongoing problem. Joyce had 

provided several recommendations for ground covers at the last meeting. Subsequent discussions with a 

Master Gardner who came from another community indicated that this is a bad idea. The ground cover 

becomes overwhelmed by weeds and requires significant maintenance. The cited community eventually went 

back to mulch. Bill Wells stated that decorative rock would have similar issues even with plastic tarps 

underneath the rock. Grit eventually accumulates between the rocks and supplies an area that will support 
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weed growth. There are uncounted trees on slopes, particularly along the Taylor Mill berms where the mulch 

washes out. Thus we are still seeking a viable solution. 

Irrigation Status Report: 

Irrigation has been challenging this year, especially with system reliability issues. CLS has not managed this 

well. We need our irrigation contractor to be more proactive; this year they have been more reactive to issues 

reported by us.  

VFD Pump 5 has been down for several weeks. The problem has been diagnosed as a below ground electrical 

short that will require significant expense ($7k - $10k) to extract the pump and likely replace the motor. The 

root cause of the failure cannot be determined until the pump is retrieved and further analyzed. Since this 

pump has already been replaced twice in a short time span (probably less than 5 years), we want to address 

the reason(s) for these failures and not just replace the motor a third time. This is the only pump of the five 

that has ever been replaced. We are working with a reputable and recommended well company, Somerset 

Well Drilling, to do the work. We have BOD approval to use our irrigation consultant to supervise this effort 

and plan the required corrective action. The manufacturer’s warranty for the pump was 1 year so it has 

expired. No invoices are available as to exact replacement pump details since the electronic records were 

previously kept by Legum-Norman.  

In the meanwhile, Pump 1 flow has been diverted to cover areas normally serviced by Pump 5. This will 

continue until Pump 5 is repaired and back online. 

Because of the system reliability issues, changing programs to accommodate the failures, and weather, CLS 

has not been able to supply a stable watering schedule for management to distribute to residents.  

Alarms still have not been implemented by CLS as requested at the beginning of the season. We are only using 

a small fraction of Tucor system capability and hope to significantly improve this prior to next season. 

Our irrigation consultant, Michael Krones of Hydro Designs, has made system re-configuration 

recommendations which rely on pump 5 being active. We are looking to implement many of his 

recommendations before the end of this season. The current priority is Pump 5 before any of this effort can 

start, however. The consultant charges time and material and we currently have a cap of about 20 hours on 

his effort (about $3500) as approved by the BOD. 

Many of our issues have been the result of poor CLS irrigation management and quality control. CLS is 

attempting to address that with more Tucor training and possible personnel changes. The consultant will 

never assume responsibility to run our system. Tom and Jim feel that the HOA can assume more responsibility 

for routine operation and scheduling of the system and let our contractor do the repair work which has largely 

been acceptable. This responsibility would likely fall to the TBD maintenance technician. 

Weeds and Crabgrass:  

Weather has caused us to fall way behind in mowing and weed control. Post emergent weed treatment 

cannot be applied with temperatures above 85⁰ which has been daily. Bill W. did some literature research and 

consulted with the U of MD which indicated that it is now too late for application this year. He suggested that 
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we ask CLS for their opinion. Perhaps we can save money that could be applied to aeration/over-seeding if 

that is the case. Our resident attendee, Shirley Wilson, said she has not gotten any attention on excessive 

crabgrass that she reported. Camilla stated that this work order has just been given to CLS. Camilla also stated 

that we can only address and track issues that are reported to the office and turned into work orders. This 

includes common areas which are the problem area raised by Shirley. The more complaints received, the more 

pressure we can put on CLS and make future corrective actions.  

We are still considering resident aeration/over-seeding this year by trading off some mowing’s at $4800 per 

mowing. We need to discuss these trade-offs with CLS at the next 6 week meeting, scheduled for 9/19/18.  

NEW WORK 

New requests for Board funding: - Fall Planting  

Unity gave us a proposal for an additional 25 trees which was distributed prior to this meeting for committee 

review. The recommended trees were specified by our Tree Team. A motion was made to ask the BOD for 

approval of this proposal with a slight adjustment to $12,963. The motion passed and will be sent to the BOD 

for approval at the 9/28 meeting. October plantings are anticipated if approved.  

BOD Irrigation Meeting 

On September 14, Tom and Jim attended an open board working session to discuss three irrigation issues: 

 Repair of Pump 5 

 Consultant recommendations for system re-configuration and upgrades 

 Draft irrigation RFP 

After discussion, we decided to hire the consultant, Michael Krones, under a time/materials contract for 

overseeing the repair and corrective action for Pump 5. This is the highest priority. This will be followed by 

system re-configuration design that can hopefully be implemented in October this year. Camilla now has the 

agreement in place. Tom and Jim will work with Michael to re-configure the system and pass him any needed 

documentation. CLS recommended using Somerset Well Drilling for the pump work and Jim confirmed with 

several sources that this is a good reputable company with many clients on the eastern shore. The design work 

will establish impacts to 2018 expenses and possible adjustments to the 2019 budget.  

Tom and Jim also prepared a draft RFP for irrigation operation and maintenance that basically follows the 

current CLS statement of work. The RFP asks for a fixed price for operation including de-winterization, 

operation, regular audits, and winterization. The RFP also asks for labor rates for repair costs. This is basically 

what we do now with CLS. The BOD has this document for review and comments. It is currently on the back 

burner while we address the more pressing irrigation issues. 

Fall Mulch: 

Fall mulching may just be touch up rather than doing the entire community. This is part of the enhancement 

budget ($8800). Bill would be in favor of just raking the existing mulch. We may need more than 2 fall 

cleanups as we did last year. 
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Planting Pots at pavilion: 

The plan is to replant these in the fall.  A replacement tree has been ordered from Complete Landscaping, but 

the planting has been delayed due to the hot, dry weather. This tree will be planted in October.  There is 

concern about doing the constant maintenance and watering that Jack Hennessey used to do. 

Aeration/Over-seeding: 

A proposal is due from CLS to include residences. Its status will be discussed at the next 6 week CLS meeting. 

2019 Opt Out: 

The BOD has asked the committee for their recommendation on opt outs next year. The feeling is that the 

current opt out approach is impossible to manage by both us and CLS. This is ultimately a management and 

BOD decision. A decision should be announced in an October eBlast so that residents can plan their 2019 

landscaping services and contracts. 

These are the options discussed: 

 Ala Carte like 2018 which is unmanageable and too many choices 

 No choice – everyone the same; not likely to be accepted by residents 

 All or Nothing; including mowing, turf, and beds 

 Turf and Beds separately – all or nothing for each 

After discussion, the consensus was that residents should have separate choices for turf and bed services. A resident can 

select all or nothing for turf and all or nothing for beds. Nothing would include not mowing for turf and no mulch for 

beds. There was some concern about uniformity, e.g. mulch color, with this approach. The committee felt that this 

would be a Covenant’s concern that would fall under them. Tom will write this up to pass to the BOD. The resident 

decision must be once per year – no switching during the season. 

Board Liaison Comments:  

Joe asked about the bare spots in the swales. CLS owes us a proposal that includes costs for each area based 

on SF for that area. This will be discussed at the 6 week meeting.  

Management Comments: no additional comments 

Resident Comments:  

Shirley’s crabgrass concerns were largely addressed during the meeting. She asked if there was an organic 

treatment option. Tom said that we can check on that but it would likely be higher cost. 

Next Meeting: Tuesday, October 16 at 9:30 a.m. 

Adjourn: 11:02 a.m. 

 

  

 


